Signage and Emergency
Lighting Around your Building
Dedicated to safety

Do You Know Your Legal Responsibilities?
Signage is the Cinderella of Fire Protection; but proper and adequate signage throughout your premises is
a vital part of your preparedness for emergency events. It is so important it has its own regulations and
British Standard . In darkness smoke and confusion people will be looking for anything that will guide them
to safety and that is the task of your signs. Properly located they will offer a continuous sequence of
guidance to safety. These, backed up by properly located emergency lights, will help to expedite escape for
frightened people faced with an emergency evacuation scenario.
All signs are not created equal. There are cheap signs which tick the box, but which will not hold their bright
photoluminance for long periods; and there are better signs which will glow brightly for hours. We use only high quality,
high luminance signs, so if you have an emergency involving a power outage staff can still navigate safely and
promptly out of the building.

The signs above are as they normally appear as seen in
normal light

Above, is the same display after being exposed to light,
now glowing in the dark to show you your way out.
Once plunged into darkness, these bright
“breadcrumbs” offer a vital line of escape to often
panicky and confused people
LEFT - We now fit LED type emergency lighting because it
is has become cheap, effective and reliable. Emergency
lighting is not just for fires. It is for when the power goes
down and people need to be able to see. It helps prevent
unnecessary accidents and keeps you compliant. Imagine
the moment when the power goes out. A moment later, the
alarming darkness is dispelled by these bright, powerful
units.
We even recommend householders to consider fitting one
close to their electricity supply cupboard.

Walk around your building and ask yourself how easily someone could navigate around if the light
goes. If you would like a signage survey, or to discuss your emergency lighting arrangements with
us, please telephone and we will send a specialist free of charge, to check out your arrangements
and make any necessary recommendations
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